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though much used for internal party controversy, merely
confused the general political issue, where the fate of the
working class and the Italian people was at stake. From
time to time their eyes were opened by the fascist manganello,
only to become blind again when it became necessary to
proceed beyond the mere statement of facts to draw political
and tactical conclusions. They wavered between boastful-
ness and slackness, between (symbolical' firmness and
resignation to the c inevitable \ Occasionally there were
signs that a new spirit would emerge from the blood spilled
and the burnings, but each time their assurance and
resolution failed them. They were much more afraid of
appearing not to be revolutionaries than of allowing fascism
to spread little by little all over Italy.
The communists had not signed the pact and their watch-
word was : ' Conciliation is not possible ; it is a fight to
the death between us and fascism : fascism or communism.'
In practice they fought the fascists neither more nor less
than the rest, but their attitude was of the utmost help to
fascism. To them everything was fascism : the state, the
bourgeoisie, democracy, socialism. All these had to be fought,
and it c simplified' the struggle to lump them all together,
and made it unnecessary to aim or control the blows struck.
Actually the communists only fought seriously against the
socialists and won their victories in attempts to outbid them.
The Communist Party even opposed its members joining
the arditi del popolo, which they denounced as a ' bourgeois
manoeuvre \ In a statement on August 7 the party executive
declared :
c The arditi del popolo apparently propose to represent
the proletarian reaction against the excesses of fascism, to
restore cc the law and order of social life ". The aim of
the communists is quite different : they are resolved to
pursue the proletarian struggle to a revolutionary victory,
and they believe in the unalterable antithesis between the
dictatorship of bourgeois reaction and that of proletarian
revolution/
The armed bodies which were to fight everybody and
carry out the revolution into the bargain must be organized

